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DATABASES and SOFTWARE

A relational database program. Platform for customized Monitoring Database programmed by Philip Thomas (see below).

ECODATA is a term used to describe a set of relational databases and analysis programs developed for environmental assessment and ecosystem analysis.

The introduction in the User manual (also downloadable) states: This software estimates the statistical power of population monitoring programs relative to (1) the number of plots monitored, (2) the magnitude of counts per plot, (3) count variation, (4) plot weighting schemes, (5) the duration of monitoring, (6) the interval of monitoring, (7) the magnitude and nature of ongoing population trends, (8) the significance level associated with trend detection, and several other factors. The program deals ONLY with COUNT data (e.g. how many plants were counted in a plot, how many birds were seen in a 3 minute period). It does NOT deal with frequency or interval data (e.g. frequency of weeds along a transect, foliar cover values).

This customized monitoring database was programmed in the Paradox relational database. The program continues to evolve and can be modified by users. It features standardized taxa nomenclature and federal status under the endangered species act. Documentation is available on the world wide web at: www.hear.org/MonitoringDatabase.

TECHNICAL REPORTS and AGENCY MANUALS
The management and protection of New Zealand’s remaining indigenous forests require techniques for monitoring its status (forest structure, species composition, and distribution). The uses of permanent sample plots are discussed and this manual updates and standardizes the use of the 20 x 20m permanent plot. Keywords: forest, permanent sample plots, forest inventory, forest dynamics, environmental monitoring, forest conservation.

This study employed a paired-watershed design which monitored disturbed and undisturbed watersheds with similar physical properties. The results include suspended sediment, turbidity, and peak flows.


Several vegetation sampling techniques are discussed.

The basis for most biological monitoring in TNCH preserves and state NARS.


A 43 page manual that describes the procedures used to inventory the State’s Natural Area Reserves from December 1987-April 1989. The Introduction states: “[It] was designed to gather management-oriented resource information over large and often remote areas within a short time period. It was not meant to be a comprehensive survey.” Information collected included: presence/absence of species (both animals and plants); qualitative information about sites (e.g. steep slope, west facing); a cover class code describing foliar cover of weeds and native vegetation(e.g. code 3 = 5-25%); ungulate sign and intensity (e.g. F/M = fresh sign of moderate intensity); and population information about rare plants (e.g. 3 lg plts, 2 in flwr, on steep slope, pig digging nearby).

This manual describes monitoring of native vegetation, weeds, ungulate sign, birds, and erosion along 300 ft long transects. Methodology is discussed and sample data sheets are included. Parameter selection is not discussed, nor is data analysis.

This overview deals with the General Vegetation Monitoring System at Kamakou Preserve and is designed for the primary purpose of tracking the status of forest bird/native species habitat. The set of sample plots is intended to track samples of each of the preserve’s major native habitats (native vegetation types), primarily focusing on the trends of “per cent nativeness”.


Leslie, Michele, Gary K. Meffe, Jeffrey L. Hardesty, and Diane L. Adams. 1996. *Conserving Biodiversity on Military Lands: A Handbook for Natural Resources Managers.* The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA. 241 pp + ~ 100 pp of appendices. Includes background on biodiversity and management of natural resources on military lands. Moves to modeling, management infrastructure, goal setting and strategies for conservation. One section (9 pp) deals with monitoring. Does not deal with methodology, but rather concept behind monitoring. Emphasizes the difference between management and monitoring objectives and defines other types of monitoring. Also mentions the importance of defining clear and appropriate questions before beginning a monitoring program. The handbook gives a nice overview of ecological considerations as they relate to conservation and resource management.

The objectives of this study, referred to as the Southeast Loblolly/Shortleaf Pine Demonstration, or SE DEMO, was to test a suite of indicators considered important in assessing forest health. The indicators were evaluated from a statistical and biological perspective to ascertain their suitability in Detection Monitoring. This report identifies problems in data collection, quality assurance and quality control, and acquisition.


Describes the monitoring of dryland forest plants and threats in the crater on the Kalaupapa Peninsula. Raw data is included as are management recommendations.


Report discusses point sampling techniques to estimate percentage of ground cover. Topics covered include guidelines for technique selection and study design, preparation for sampling, procedures for data collection, and data analysis. It also describes how to build a point-quadrate frame and a sighting tube for viewing both ground cover and overstory. Deals mostly with range vegetation, not forests.


Report describes prism sampling, also known as variable radius plot sampling or the Bitterlich method. It is a method commonly used by foresters to assess tree basal area, density, volume of useable wood and stand structure of trees. It is most applicable to forests with an open understory such as those in a tree plantation.


Report describes the use of permanent plots for forest inventory. Species composition, basal area and density are discussed along with data analysis. The methods are based on standard forestry assessment techniques and are designed for use in forests with low species diversity and open understory. The methods are for assessing trees (read timber) only. No herbs, shrubs, or epiphytes are measured.

Report describes the used of line intercept methods for estimating ground cover in shrublands and arid habitats.

Mitchell, Wilma A. and H. Glenn Hughes. 1995. *Visual Obstruction*: Section 6.2.6, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wildlife Resources Management Manual, Technical Report EL-95-23, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS. 26 pp. Report describes the use of a 2m tall board, painted in 0.5 m increments to assess the percent of vegetation cover at varying heights. Cover estimates are an aggregate of all species, and individual species cover is not distinguished. It is used for vegetation <2m in height only.

Morris, Meredith J. 1967. *Statistical Methods in Grassland Research - An Abstract Bibliography*. Washington, D.C.: Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 222 pp. A bibliography of world literature on statistical methods for scientists working in grassland research. The booklet is organized by subject matter class, which includes measurement of vegetation (plots, lines, point, reconnaissance, forage value, site relations, distribution, root and soil sampling), animal responses, and statistical theory (distributions, hypothesis testing, regression, sampling, design, and experimental design). The abbreviations used for jargon and publications are given. Most of the 1118 bibliographic entries include abstracts prepared by the authors or by an abstracting service. Keywords: statistics/ bibliography/ grassland/ sampling.


The Nature Conservancy of Hawaii. (no date). *Long-Term Biological Resource and Threat Monitoring of Pelekunu Preserve, Molokai*. 45 pp. This plan describes the monitoring protocol for Pelekunu Preserve. The plan is based on the protocol suggested in “Long-term biological resource and threat monitoring of Hawaii’s natural areas.” The plan is organized to give a summary of the monitoring
procedures, the locations of sampling transects and stations, and in-depth descriptions of monitoring protocol. These descriptions include all field procedures, example data sheets, field ‘cheat sheets,’ and examples of typical data and data analysis. There are some errors and ambiguities. Some changes have been made through usage.

Summary of a pilot monitoring project in the East Maui Watershed and a proposed monitoring plan for future monitoring of alien species, vegetation, birds and other biological resources.
**Keywords:** monitoring/ Hawaii/ Maui/ plan/ ecology.

Headings: conservation at landscape scales, landscape features, landscape change, monitoring landscape change, patch measures, corridor measures, and whole-landscape measures. References included.

This plan describes monitoring of coastal vegetation communities. Included are sections on monitoring native and alien vegetation, vegetation within and outside deer exclosures, rare plants, weather, and methods for photo documentation and weed mapping. There are some errors and ambiguities. Some changes have been made through usage.

This is a “no-frills” guidebook designed to help projects, programs and organizations working in biodiversity and conservation. This guide is primarily intended for Biodiversity Conservation Network grantees and partner organizations. This guide is intended to help develop a social research and monitoring program that provides information and feedback to managers and decision-makers at all levels. The social research outlined in this manual combines several activities: baseline research, socioeconomic monitoring, community organizing, analysis and evaluation.

This is a preliminary summary of recent advances in the design and implementation of monitoring programs. The goal of this review was to call out opportunities for TNC to incorporate these new perspectives into work with its Latin American partners in conservation. This review focuses on tropical rather than temperate-zone models.
This review offers guidelines for “ecological monitoring” which is a sustainable, iterative process for evaluating progress toward management goals. The guidelines given describe the steps taken towards the collaboration and development of an integrated monitoring plan for the El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve in the Sierra Madre de Chiapas.

This paper discusses the proposal for an integrated monitoring program for the El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve. This Reserve is located in the montane and lower-elevation tropical forest region of the Sierra Madre de Chiapas, Mexico. The focus of this paper is based upon the Reserve’s 8 management goals, the available resources, the analyzing of gaps in information, assessing risks and opportunities, and the suggestion of 12 monitoring projects.

This Field Guide compiled by the partners of the Forest Health Monitoring (FHM) program includes information on the trends in indicators of forest ecosystem condition and indicators of natural and human-caused stressors, including changes in forest extent and distribution. Information is also provided on the health of the nation’s forest ecosystems in annual statistical summaries and periodic interpretive reports. There are some errors in several of the figures.


Two types of small (so-cm aperture) sheet metal sediment traps were developed to monitor onslope surface sediment transport. Traditionally, sediment traps and erosion pins have been used to measure the onslope movement of surficial soil material. While
pins may be appropriate for documenting landscape denudation, traps are more suitable for monitoring downslope transport parallel to the ground surface. Previous investigations used large (3-m aperture) traps to measure sediment transport. However, large aperture traps are cumbersome and require excessive amounts of time and energy for installation, sample collection, and sample processing. These serious logistical constraints make data acquisition difficult and expensive. The small traps were designed to remedy this situation. Field tests of these small traps revealed variable patterns of spatial and temporal surficial debris movement obscured in previous studies. Although these traps are not without limitations, the improved sampling logistics allow greater sample sizes and constitute a marked improvement over other transport measurement techniques.

**Keywords:** erosion/ surface erosion/ hillslopes/ chaparral/ California/ process/ monitoring.

**BOOKS**


Standard text on measuring vegetation. Discusses various parameters appropriate for sampling with chapters on Units for Measurements; Statistical Concepts for Field Sampling; Frequency and Cover; Density; Biomass; and a separate chapter on Monitoring and Evaluation. The monitoring section emphasizes the need for clearly defining the purpose for monitoring and the parameters for which one wishes to detect change. Mapping (both from the ground and air), changes in frequency, cover, condition, and biomass are discussed.

**Keywords:** measurement/ vegetation/ statistics/ ecology.


(from the preface) This book is a comprehensive examination of statistics for spatial data for use by scientists and engineers. Part I covers Geostatistics, Part II deals with Lattice data, and Part III covers Point Patterns. The author assumes at least 1 semester of graduate courses in statistical inference and linear models. The book includes generous use of data and models to develop a comprehensive theory and proofs. It is a highly technical book on spatial data.

**Keywords:** statistics/ geostatistics/ modeling.

Chapter 10 by Rob Sutter (TNC) is titled “Monitoring”. This chapter deals with monitoring of populations of rare plant species after plants are reintroduced into the wild. Sampling design and parameters to measure are also discussed.

Chapter 4 Plant Population Management. Discusses maintenance of plant population characteristics and essential habitat. Monitoring is discussed as a way to assess plant populations over time. The 2 page discussion deals with aspects of demographic and population monitoring that need to be considered in a monitoring plan. References in the text can lead the reader to other sources of information.

A standard text on vegetation sampling. Nothing on monitoring, per se, but rather what parameters are useful when trying to quantify vegetation characteristics. Chapters include Quantitative Description of Vegetation; Sampling and Comparison; Pattern; Association Between Species; Correlation of Vegetation with Habitat Factors; Description, Comparison, Classification and Ordination of Plant Communities; and Quantitative Approach to Plant Ecology.
(from the preface of the first edition) There are 7 chapters in the book. Chapter 1 deals with different methods of quantitative description of vegetation, Chap. 2 with placement and number of samples needed. Chapter 3 contains a discussion the factors that cause placement of plants in communities to depart from random, then chapter 4 considers the relationship between patterns of different species in communities. Chapter 5 deals with correlation between vegetation and environmental factors. Chapter 6 is concerned with assessing the delineation of plant communities and differences between stands of vegetation. Chapter 7 speculates about the values of utilizing quantitative methods in ecological theory and in putting the practice of ecology on a sounder basis through quantitative methods.
Keywords: ecology/ methods/ statistics/ sampling/ modeling.

Notes: References (19 pages).
A survey of the state of Monte Carlo methods (in 1964). Applies theory to problems of simulation, sampling, and experimentation. Application to problems concerning physical and chemical phenomena are giving but none are directly applicable to biology. The book includes theory and application of mathematical processes (it assumes an understanding of mathematical theorems).
Keywords: statistics/ theory/ simulation.


(From Preface) The book presents the fundamental concepts in the design of experiments through the use of simple numerical problems. Emphasis is given to the basic philosophy of design through use of a logical sequence of sample designs in a consistent outline. The author expects the reader to be engaged in experimental work and to have a good background in statistical methods including analysis of variance. A background in calculus is not assumed but some calculus is used to present theory.

*Keywords:* statistics/ experimental design.


processes that function on varying time scales. Chapter 12 by Thomas Stohlgren titled “Planning Long-Term Vegetation Studies at Landscape Scales” is the most relevant to the type of veg monitoring done in Hawaii.


A helpful general introduction of issues in monitoring. Includes chapters on biological indicators and indices. Special chapters on monitoring birds and freshwater populations.


Statistic reference with, in the words of the authors, special reference to the biological sciences. Primary emphasis is hypothesis testing, not monitoring.


Chapters on remote sensing, GIS, landscape patterns and a large section on landscape modeling.


**JOURNAL ARTICLES and BOOK CHAPTERS**


Bourdeau, Philippe F. 1953. A test of random versus systematic ecological sampling. *Ecology* 34 (3): 499-512. Results from this study indicate that stratified random sampling should be used in ecological work since it will be almost as accurate as systematic sampling, if not more so, and it allows a reliable assessment of sampling error for about the same amount of time spent in the field.

Brand, David G., Donald G. Leckie, and Edward E. Cloney. 1991. Forest regeneration surveys: Design, data collection, and analysis. *The Forestry Chronicle* 67 (6): 649-657. Regeneration surveys have always been looked on as a necessary evil in silviculture. Huge amounts of data have been collected, only to answer simple questions or to be filed and never used. This paper addresses the possibility of changing regeneration surveys from simple legislative requirements, into components of the forestry information system. Current technology allows the development of sophisticated decision support systems, and this changes the whole perspective on information needed from regeneration surveys. Depending on the level of information needed, ground surveys or aerial surveys can be used. The types of information available from different survey systems are described, and two case studies are presented. In one, regenerating stands are assessed using an intensive ground-based survey and, in the second, the MEIS (Multi-spectral, Electro-Optical Imaging Scanner) is used to identify stocking in young plantations. It is concluded that surveys must be designed by working backwards from the decisions to be made, to the information needed to make those decisions, to the data needed to provide that information -- Authors.

**Keywords:** surveys/ data/ monitoring/ statistics.

Describes the broad outline of a plan to monitor wildlife and riparian ecosystems via a series of inventories conducted at intervals of 3-5 years over a 20 year time span.


Vegetation decline following recent (1976-90) eruptions on White Island (Whakaari) was assessed during 1986 and 1990 using historical accounts (1959 and 1967) as a baseline. Probable causes of the marked decline of forest and scrub vegetation as well as the extinction of local species are discussed. Keywords: vegetation decline, volcanic eruption, White Island, pohutukawa, *Metrosideros excelsa*, forest, gannetry vegetation.


Grass/shrubland study using modified point-intercept to estimate cover and describe structure and composition. Repeat measurements with different observers showed high precision.


Suspended sediment from forested and agricultural water sheds was sampled over a five-year period on the island of Oahu. A variety of storm conditions were sampled, giving a measure of the extreme variability in suspended sediment production. Total annual suspended sediment from all watersheds sampled ranged from 8400 kg/km2 to 617,000 kg/km2. Normally about 90 percent of the total suspended sediment was produced during less than 2 percent of the time. Suspended sediment concentrations rapidly increased during rising stream flow resulting from rain storms. Time to peak of less than two hours is common, with a similarly rapid return to prestorm conditions. The data presented indicate the great variability of suspended sediment yields, making establishment of effective standards difficult.


Gregoire, Timothy G. 1984. The Jackknife: An introduction with applications in forestry data analysis. *Canadian Journal of Forestry Research* 14: 493-97. An explanation of the theory and utility of the jackknife procedure is provided. The latter is exemplified by a sampling simulation using ratio-of-means estimation from three forestry populations. A universal reduction in the bias of the ratio estimator was achieved, but of greater importance is the considerably more accurate estimates of its variance that are possible by jackknifing. Another use of the jackknife is provided by the derivation of an estimator of the theoretically complex variance of quadratic mean stem diameter from prism sampling data.
Keywords: statistics/ forestry/ sampling/ geostatistics.


Appropriate quadrat sizes and efficient allocations of sampling units were determined for frequency sampling of the *Artemisia arbuscula*/*Festuca Idahoensis* association in southeast Oregon. The theoretical considerations pertinent to these determinations were reviewed. A quadrat 6 to 10 in. sq. is appropriate for frequency sampling of the common spp., and an allocation of 10 to 20 quadrats per transect attained optimum efficiency. A sample of 15 transects, each including 10 9-in. quadrats, was convenient, appropriate, and efficient. This allocation of sampling units is recommended for subsequent frequency sampling of this assoc.
Keywords: Oregon/ sampling/ sagebrush/ Idaho fescue/ statistics.

A call to differentiate between a statistically significant change and a biologically significant change.

A suite of indicators are required to assess response and recovery of most ecosystems and stresses.

The problems with setting sample sizes for monitoring.


Useful paper on the problems of using indicator species. Cites many papers that use indicators. Many of the ideas and concerns apply to plant indicators.

Helpful ideas, but the data involve vegetation change over 50 years.

Distinguishing between a statistically significant result and a biologically significant result.


Advocates dropping the concept of keystone species and emphasizing ecological interactions in the pursuit of protecting biodiversity.


Using marked animals to study population dynamics.

Monitoring biodiversity composition, structure and function are considered at four levels of organization: regional-landscape; community-ecosystem; population-species; and genetic.

Using a “vegetation profile board” to quantify foliage structure.

Using non-specialists to classify arthropods to morpho-species was as effective as keying specimens to exact species in monitoring for biodiversity.


Advocates the use of monitoring keystone species as a way to assess ecosystem health.

Ramsey, Fred L. and J. M. Scott. 1979. Estimating Population Densities From Variable Circular Plot Surveys. In: Cormack, R. M., G. P. Patil, and D. S. Robson, editors. *Sampling Biological Populations*. pp.155-81. An adaptation of line transect methodology to circular plot surveys is presented. Alterations of the methodology are suggested to address two specific features unique to the circular plot: (i) detection probability is higher at intermediate distances because the observer remains in a fixed position for an assignable time period, and (ii) estimation of large distances is poorly done because the circular plot is used in dense habitat and for species 'sighted' by vocal identification. A situation using Poisson variation in counts to simulate animal mobility or population fluctuation reveals that density estimators which rely only on near-station counts can gravely overshoot their mark. A method, based on likelihood ratio testing, is proposed for reducing this possibility.

Keywords: survey/ animals/ Hawaii/ methods/ plots/ statistics.


Monitoring change using aerial photos.

Strip transects of 100 contiguous, aligned quadrats were sampled during the spring blooming in a creosotebush (Larrea tridentata) semidesert and a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) chaparral, with species covers in quadrats recorded.  Techniques of pattern analysis included reciprocal averaging ordination of quadrats, measurements of pattern diversity and pattern periodicity, and species association and contagion.  In both communities the first ordination axis expressed a strong pattern of differentiation of the herb flora from shrub centers to openings; second and third axes expressed other responses of herb species to shrub species and shrub cover.  The pattern axis represents a principal direction of niche difference to which most species responded and along which several pairs of congeners were separated.  Pattern periodicities were 6 m (weakly defined) in the semidesert and 9 m in the chaparral; pattern diversities were 1.4 and 1.8 half-changes.  Quadrat species richness was highest in the transitions between shrub clumps and openings in the semidesert, but higher in the openings and lower under the shrubs of the chaparral.  Overall alpha diversity resulted from roughly comparable contributions of point or small-quadrat diversity, pattern diversity of more common species, and rare species.  The importance of biological modification of microsites for population function and niche relationships is suggested by species responses to the primary pattern axis, the responses of some herb species to particular shrub species, and the indicated allelopathic effects in the chaparral.
Keywords: ecology/ chaparral/ cresosotebush/ classification/ pattern/ statistics/ Southern California.

Biodiversity in terms of numbers of species is not as important as functional diversity.


Visual estimates of grass and forb density were compared among 8 observers.  Differences varied among observers, with time of day, and with the species being assessed.  Results supported the trend away from reliance on visual density estimates of range plants.

This article focuses on ways to assess long-term vegetation change, the constraints and limitations on long-term vegetation studies and the advantages of combining large-scale experiments and ecological modeling.


A comparison of visual foliar cover estimates among 10 observers with point-intercept cover estimates.  Point-intercept and visual estimates were most similar for broad-leaved plants, less so for grasses and bryophytes.


Because ecosystems are dynamic, it is misleading to use one year as the baseline year in a monitoring program.  Several years need to be considered as a baseline.

Estimates of mean values of soil properties within small rectangular blocks of land can be obtained by kriging provided the semi-variogram is known.  This paper describes optimal rectangular grid sampling configurations whereby estimation variances can be minimized.  For linear semi-variograms, square blocks are best estimated by sampling at the nodes of a centrally placed grid with its interval equal to the block side divided by the square root of the sample size.  For spherical semi-variograms the same configuration is almost optimal.  The estimation variance of a bulked sample can be identical with a kriged estimate where the semi-variogram is linear and equal portions of soil are taken from each node on the optimally configured grid and provided the soil property is additive.  For spherical semi-variograms the above is approximately true.  Comparisons with estimates that account for known spatial dependence show that true variances can be much less than those apparent using classical theory, and the necessary sampling effort much less.  Within block-variances are often needed for planning, an appendix gives two-dimensional auxiliary functions from which they can be calculated for linear and spherical semi-variograms.
Keywords: statistics/ geostatistics/ spatial/ soils/ variance/ landscape variation.


An easy to make tool for point-intercept estimations in grasslands without the pole.
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